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Abstract
The global network of protected areas (PAs) is systematically biased towards remote and
unproductive places. Consequently, the processes threatening biodiversity are not halted
and conservation impact—defined as the beneficial environmental outcomes arising from
protection relative to the counterfactual of no intervention—is smaller than previously
thought. Yet, many conservation plans still target species’ representation, which can fail
to lead to impact by not considering the threats they face, such as land conversion and
climate change. Here we aimed to identify spatial conservation priorities that minimize
the risk of land conversion, while retaining sites with high value for threatened plants at
risk from climate change in the Brazilian Cerrado. We compared a method of sequential
implementation of conservation actions to a static strategy applied at one time-step. For
both schedules of conservation actions, we applied two methods for setting priorities:
(i) minimizing expected habitat conversion and prioritizing valuable sites for threatened
plants (therefore maximizing conservation impact), and (ii) prioritizing sites based only on
their value for threatened plants, regardless of their vulnerability to land conversion (therefore maximizing representation). We found that scenarios aimed at maximizing conservation impact reduced total vegetation loss, while still covering large proportions of species’
ranges inside PAs and priority sites. Given that planning to avoid vegetation loss provided
these benefits, vegetation information could represent a reliable surrogate for overall biodiversity. Besides allowing for the achievement of two distinct goals (representation and
impact), the impact strategies also present great potential for implementation, especially
under current conservation policies.
Keywords Dynamic site selection · Impact evaluation · Land conversion · Protected areas ·
Spatial Conservation Prioritization · Threatened plants
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Introduction
The establishment of protected areas (PAs) around the world has a long history of decisions
based on particular values and interests, such as scenic beauty and its recreational value,
generally covering unproductive landscapes, with steep slopes and unfertile soils (Pressey
et al. 2000, 2002; Ladle and Whittaker 2011). This practice has resulted in a systematic
bias in the network of PAs towards places less likely to suffer from direct human pressures
even in the absence of protection (Joppa and Pfaff 2009; Carranza et al. 2014; Devillers
et al. 2014; Pfaff et al. 2014). A clear disadvantage of this bias is that processes threatening the persistence of species, such as land conversion, are not halted despite the apparent
increasing conservation efforts (Pressey et al. 2000; Devillers et al. 2014). Consequently,
the “conservation success” or “conservation impact” of PAs, defined as the beneficial environmental outcomes arising from protection relative to a counterfactual of no intervention
(Ferraro 2009; Pressey et al. 2015), tends to be small, minimally avoiding human-induced
effects (Andam et al. 2008).
Aiming to improve environmental outcomes, the scientific community has shifted prioritization approaches towards targeting biodiversity representation within PAs, with the
objective of maximizing biodiversity features covered by PA networks (Possingham et al.
2000). Yet, such a strategy ignores the risk of land conversion, basing decisions solely on
the conservation value of a given site, defined by measures such as species richness, irreplaceability or complementarity (see the naive myopic scenario in Costello and Polasky
2004; the myopic scenario in Drechsler 2005; and maximizing gain scenario in Visconti
et al. 2010). Usually, such frameworks are also static in that they assume unrealistically
that, once identified, conservation actions (e.g. ecological restoration, PA expansion,
among others; Strassburg et al. 2017) can be implemented before any objectives are compromised by, for example, loss of vegetation cover upon which species depend (Meir et al.
2004). However, it is widely recognized that species distributions and human-induced
threats vary not just in space but also in time (Pressey et al. 2007).
Climate change and accelerating rates of deforestation are recognized as the two major
threats to species today and in the near future (Thomas et al. 2004; Pereira et al. 2010).
Using species distribution models (SDMs), many studies have already predicted that climate change is likely to compromise the efficiency of current PA networks by shifting species ranges out of protected sites, with some species unable to disperse quickly enough
to track their suitable climatic conditions (Thuiller et al. 2005; Brook et al. 2008; Lemes
and Loyola 2013). Deforestation will probably act synergistically with climate change to
increase species extinction risks (Brook et al. 2008). Therefore, unless conservation plans
consider the dynamic nature of biodiversity and threats associated with it, conservation
actions will continue to fail in ensuring species persistence (Pressey et al. 2007).
In a world of limited financial resources, it is also worth considering the insufficient funds
designated to conservation initiatives. In order to maximize the chances of delivering effective conservation outcomes, conservationists need to plan for the practical implementation of
actions (Knight et al. 2008). Scheduling conservation actions is, in most cases, a long and
gradual process accompanied by changes in land use and consequent biodiversity loss (Costello and Polasky 2004; Meir et al. 2004). The complexity of addressing ecological processes
and dynamic threats in conservation planning (Pressey et al. 2007; Lourival et al. 2011) has
stimulated initial studies to model sequential protection in parallel with vegetation loss while
targeting areas needing immediate intervention (Pressey et al. 2004; Drechsler 2005; Strange
et al. 2006; O’Hanley et al. 2007; Visconti et al. 2010). However, the majority of these studies
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relied on non-spatially explicit simulations of land conversion and few have incorporated the
effects of climate change on species (informed myopic scenario in Costello and Polasky 2004;
foresighted in Drechsler 2005; and minimizing loss in Visconti et al. 2010; Mascia 2014; Santika et al. 2015; Visconti and Joppa 2015).
Because the threats to species, especially through vegetation loss and climate change, are
likely to persist or even increase in the future (IPCC 2014), and given the economic and political motivations for the residual tendency of future PAs (Devillers et al. 2014; Pressey et al.
2015), we aimed to select spatial conservation priorities that minimize the risk of land conversion in the Brazilian Cerrado while also considering the effects of climate change on species
distributions. This study is the first to combine land conversion and climate change to compare
the impact with the representation strategy to solve a dynamic area selection problem..

Methods
Study area
Our study region was the Brazilian Cerrado, a Neotropical savanna covering a quarter of the
Brazilian terrestrial area (203,644,800 ha). This region was classified as a Biodiversity Hotspot due to its high levels of plant endemism and high rates of primary vegetation loss (Mittermeier et al. 2004; Strassburg et al. 2017). Human pressure has increased in the region owing to
land conversion for agricultural activities and cattle raising (Klink and Moreira 2002) which,
combined with the biome’s low coverage by PAs (8.3%), has intensified the negative effects on
biodiversity at many scales (Brook et al. 2008).

Overview of analyses
The whole method is divided in three major phases: (1) species distribution modelling, (2)
systematic planning of conservation scenarios, and (3) evaluation of conservation scenarios
performance in 2050 (Fig. 1). The first phase encompasses the generation of distribution models for endemic and threatened plants of Brazil, projected both into the present and future climate scenarios. In the second phase, we used the predicted species’ distributions and their
respective uncertainty maps and maximum dispersal distances together with land-use models,
all restricted to the Cerrado domain (n = 221 species), as inputs to the spatial prioritization
analyses. This process was followed by the development of four conservation intervention scenarios varying in scheduling of action (acting now and time-step action) and setting priorities
(maximizing impact or representation). Lastly, in the third phase, we evaluated the conservation impact of each intervention scenario by measuring the avoided land conversion relative
to the counterfactual scenario (no action). We also calculated the average size of all species’
ranges covered by PAs and priority sites for each intervention and the no-action scenario.

Species distribution modelling
Climatic variables
To compute bioclimatic variables in intervals of five years from the present (henceforth referred to as baseline) to 2050, we obtained climatic simulations of four coupled
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Fig. 1  Workflow of the methods divided into three major phases: (1) species distribution modelling, (2) systematic planning of conservation scenarios, and (3) evaluation of
scenarios in 2050. See details in text
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atmosphere–ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs; Table S1) from the CMIP5
(Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) database for the most severe representative concentration pathway (RCP 8.5). The RCPs describe four different CO2 emission scenarios, varying from the most stringent mitigation scenario (2.6) to the scenario
in which emission rates continue to steeply rise throughout the twenty-first century
(8.5). We analyzed only the worst-case scenario, because the lack of efforts to cut down
emissions will likely lead to pathways ranging between 6.0 and 8.5 (Pachauri 2014).
Besides, climatic simulations until 2050 do not significantly differ among the four pathways (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, RCP8.5).
We downloaded five monthly atmospheric variables for both baseline and future
scenarios: mean surface temperature (tas), maximum surface temperature (tasmax),
minimum surface temperature (tasmin), precipitation flux (pr), and water evaporation
flux (evspsbl). The baseline scenario represents the climate conditions contemporary
to most species occurrence records, ranging from 1950 to 1999. We averaged each climatic raw data set independently for this interval to obtain a unique layer of values per
climatic variable under each AOGCM. For the future scenarios, we also averaged the
climatic variables under each of the AOGCMs for seven different intervals: 2018–2022,
2023–2027, 2028–2032, 2033–2037, 2038–2042, 2043–2047 and 2048–2052. Here, we
refer to each time-step using the centroid of the interval, namely: 2020, 2025, 2030,
2035, 2040, 2045 and 2050. Subsequently, we downscaled the climatic variables to the
resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° (latitude/longitude) for the Neotropical region using the change
factor approach across an ordinary krigging process (see details in Lima-Ribeiro et al.
2015). Finally, from the downscaled averages of monthly temperature (tas, tasmin and
tasmax) and precipitation (pr), we computed the 19 bioclimatic variables present in the
WorldClim database (www.worldclim.org/current). The monthly values of water evaporation flux (evspsbl) were summed to generate a unique value of total evapotranspiration
per interval considered.

Soil variables
We downloaded 30 surface and sub-soil variables from the Harmonized World Soil
Database
(http://webarchive.iiasa.ac.at/Research/LUC/External-World-soil-database/
HTML/) (Table S1). To select the least correlated variables which also explained most
of the data variation, we did a Factor Analysis (FA) with all the 30 variables. This analysis is similar to a PCA, but instead of combining the weighted observed variables in
axes of explanation, the FA groups the variables in latent axes, also called factors, and
at the same time maintains the correlation value of each one of the original variables
to the factors created (Child 1990). We then selected only those variables with greatest correlation values with each factor, but also considering their biological meaning.
We ended up with two soil variables: percentage of clay in the topsoil and topsoil pH
in soil–water solution. These variables were upscaled to the same spatial resolution
and extent as the bioclimatic variables (0.1° × 0.1° latitude/longitude and Neotropical
region, respectively) using an ordinary krigging process (Lima-Ribeiro et al. 2015).
Because soil aspects are restricted to the baseline period, we assumed soil conditions
to be constant through time, being used in species distribution modelling as “constraint
variables” to better model the environmental preferences of plant species.
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Occurrence records
We gathered plant records occurring in Brazil from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) database (http://www.gbif.org/what-is-gbif) and from the Brazilian
National Centre for Plant Conservation (CNCFlora) database (http://cncflora.jbrj.gov.
br/portal/). We opted for including Brazilian endemic species (Forzza et al. 2010) under
any of the three threat categories (vulnerable, endangered, and critically endangered)
established by the Brazilian Red List of Threatened Plants (Martinelli and Moraes 2013)
following the IUCN classification system (IUCN 2014). This selection was made considering the urgency of species protection and to represent in subsequent prioritization
analyses those species moving in or out of the Cerrado in the future. Because predictive uncertainties are large in models built from few occurrence records (Pearson et al.
2007), we selected species with at least 10 occurrences, a number previously demonstrated to generate models with a very good accuracy even when they are not corrected
for environmental or geographical bias (see details in Varela et al. 2014).
From a total of 2113 threatened Brazilian plant species, only 504 species remained
for the subsequent prioritization analyses after the implementation of all filters. The
exclusion of very rare species could be detrimental to conservation management in the
sense that they can be particularly in need for protection (Engler et al. 2004). On the
other hand, including only those species with minimally acceptable sample sizes could
ensure less biased and more reliable predictive models (Wisz et al. 2008), besides guaranteeing a more feasible computational effort. Since our final aim was to test for different strategies of prioritization, we opted for deriving better predictive models rather
than including a larger number of species.

Modelling species distribution through time
Once we had the 19 bioclimatic variables calculated, one variable of evapotranspiration, and two soil variables interpolated, we did a Factor Analysis (FA) using all of
them. The variables with highest values in the FA had the highest correlations with
the factors proposed by the model, which are analogous to PCA axes. We chose the
main variables indicated by the FA and performed a Pearson’s correlation, to reduce the
number of highly collinear predictors in the model. At the end, we ended up with eight
variables to be used in the species distribution models (SDM) for each plant species:
annual mean temperature, mean diurnal range, temperature seasonality, annual precipitation, precipitation seasonality, precipitation of driest quarter, evapotranspiration, and
percentage of clay in the top soil. Using a correlation approach, we associated the eight
environmental variables and all selected plant species occurrence records using five different modelling techniques: BIOCLIM (Busby 1991), Gower distance (Carpenter et al.
1993), Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS; Friedman 1991), Random
Forest (RF; Breiman 2001), and Support Vector Machine (SVM; Müller et al. 2001).
These methods encompass a good variety of strategies of statistical adjustment (Tessarolo et al. 2014), as well as differ in complexity from simple bioclimatic envelope procedures and distance methods based on presence-only data to regression and machinelearning approaches that require presence and absence/background data (Rangel and
Loyola 2012).
Because real absence data are not available for Brazilian threatened plants, we randomly
generated pseudo-absences over the Neotropical extent to build the distribution models,
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keeping every species prevalence equal to 0.5 (i.e. number of pseudo-absences equal to
species occurrences). From all occurrence and pseudo-absence data, 75% were used for
training the models and 25% for testing them. To ensure robustness of our predictions
(Broennimann et al. 2007), the random data partition was repeated 10 times for every combination of modelling technique and AOGCM used per time-step (4 AOGCMs × 5 modelling techniques × 10 repetitions = 200 models per species per time-step).
We assessed the predictive accuracy of each model (calibrated with the training occurrence records) by computing the True Skill Statistic (TSS) using the threshold that maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity to compute the confusion matrix (Zweig and
Campbell 1993). For each species, from the 10 repetitions of data partitioning for each
combination of AOGCM and modelling method, we chose the model with the highest TSS
value to project onto all eight time-steps (1 baseline + 7 future). The projections resulted
in 20 distribution maps (4 AOGCMs × 5 modelling methods) for each time-step, totaling
160 distribution maps per species (4 AOGCMs × 5 modelling methods × 8 time intervals).
We computed the standard deviation (SD) among the standardized suitability values predicted by the 20 the models in each grid cell, obtaining an uncertainty map per species for
each interval (Araújo and New 2007). Because SD measures the dissimilarity of model
predictions per grid cell, this procedure offers a spatially explicit estimate of methodological uncertainties among the combinations of all AOGCMs and modelling methods, which
should be accounted for in conservation planning (see Carvalho et al. 2011).
Next, we converted the continuous predictions generated for each species into binary
maps (presence or absence) by using the same threshold aforementioned (Zweig and
Campbell 1993). Finally, we combined the projections using the majority consensus; i.e.
at least 50% of the models (4 AOGCMs × 5 modelling methods) should predict the species
occurrence in a given grid cell for it to be converted into a presence; otherwise, the grid
cell represented the absence of a species. All the analyses were done using the R package
“dismo” (Hijmans et al. 2012).

Systematic planning of conservation scenarios
Species maximum dispersal distances
We used the regressive models by Tamme et al. (2014) to estimate species’ dispersal distances based on two key life-history traits: growth form (tree, shrub, and herb) and dispersal syndrome (animal, ant, wind, ballistic, and no special syndrome) (Tamme et al.
2014). The growth form information was downloaded from the Brazilian Flora 2020 website (http://floradobrasil.jbrj.gov.br/reflora/listaBrasil/PrincipalUC/PrincipalUC.do?lingu
a=en#CondicaoTaxonCP), using the R package “flora”, and the dispersal syndrome information was gathered from a thorough research of the literature. We estimated all individual
species dispersal distances using the R package “dispeRsal” (Tamme et al. 2014).

Yearly land‑use projections
Both baseline and future yearly land-use maps used for the Cerrado were extracted from
Soares-Filho et al. (2016) and contained information on both croplands and presence/
absence of savanna or forest vegetation. The future yearly land-use maps were built from
projections of agricultural expansion for 2024 and extrapolated to 2050 based on historical trends between 1994 and 2013 (MAPA 2014). The spatial allocation of croplands
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throughout the Cerrado was based on information on climatic suitability for each crop and
on probabilities of vegetation loss, which were estimated as a function of spatial determinants of habitat conversion, such as distance to roads and previously converted areas.
Vegetation loss was constrained to areas where conversion is legal in accordance with the
Forest Code (for further details see Soares-Filho et al. 2016).
To transform all land-use maps to the same resolution and extent of the SDMs, we used
a resampling method called nearest neighbor, which is a method used to manipulate categorical datasets (Hijmans et al. 2016). This resampling method assigns to a new grid the
value of the input grid cell whose center is closest to the output grid cell center. We also
transformed all grid cells classified differently from forest/savanna into no-vegetation sites.
Therefore, predictions were represented in a binary format, i.e. sites were considered to be
either cleared or not. We performed the resampling and reclassification using the R package “raster” (Hijmans et al. 2016).

Prioritization analyses
We used Zonation v.4.0 (Moilanen et al. 2014) to run the spatial prioritization analyses.
Through a balance across input data, such as SDMs and connectivity information, this
software identifies valuable areas for retaining habitat quality for multiple species, thus
generating a hierarchical ranking of conservation importance for all grid cells across the
landscape.
Here, we refer to the importance attributed to each grid cell as conservation value. The
calculation of this conservation value depends on the input variables considered and on
the rule of choice for progressive cell removal. The first cell removed from the landscape
receives the lowest conservation value, while the last cell removed scores the highest conservation value. We chose the additive benefit function as our rule of cell removal, because
it usually delivers the highest average proportion of species/features retained in the landscape compared to other functions (Arponen et al. 2005), while also accounting for connectivity and species weights, among other variables (Thomson et al. 2009; Kujala et al.
2013; Moilanen et al. 2014). The input variables included in the Zonation analysis were
the following: i) species-specific maximum dispersal distances, ii) potential distribution of
species predicted by SDMs, (iii) uncertainty maps, and iv) a map of current PAs.
Yearly land-use predictions generated for the Cerrado were included in the prioritization analysis a posteriori (i.e. not as an input in Zonation) to identify presence/absence
of vegetation remnants both in the baseline and future time-steps. This procedure enabled
us to simulate the two methods of setting priorities for conservation actions: (i) one that
accounts for future vegetation loss focused on conservation impact, and (ii) another that
ignores vulnerability to land conversion, focused on representation.
We also incorporated in the Zonation analysis a facility called distribution smoothing.
This is a two-dimensional kernel smoothing using a species-specific parameter (Moilanen
et al. 2014) which, in our case, identified semi-continuous areas environmentally suitable
for a given species per time-step. The level of smoothing for each species was determined
by its maximum dispersal distance, assuming that species are capable of reaching distances
within their maximum dispersal capacity (Moilanen et al. 2005). Therefore, areas within
each species’ maximum dispersal distance received higher conservation values, contributing to an overall increase in spatial connectivity among selected priority sites.
Prioritization frameworks that attempt to account for future conditions require not only
the selection of areas with high conservation values, but also penalties for high uncertainty
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in species occurrences, in our case derived from predictive uncertainty across SDM projections (Moilanen et al. 2006a; Faleiro et al. 2013; Lemes et al. 2013). The danger of not
considering this source of uncertainty is that conservation implementation could be seriously compromised (Ascough et al. 2008), considering that the process of decision-making
already has some inherent uncertainty. We applied a Zonation facility called distribution
discounting (Meller et al. 2014). This analysis subtracts the distribution model information
in a given grid cell (1 or 0) for each species by the SD in that grid cell for a specific period
of time (see Moilanen et al. 2006b), thus targeting areas with high conservation value (i.e.
high contribution to overall species representation) and low uncertainty.
From the potential distributions of 504 plant species, we kept only those occurring or
predicted to occur in the Cerrado during any interval in the future. The final number of
species included in subsequent analyses totaled 221 (for each one, eight SDMs each considering all time-steps) (Table S2), belonging to 55 families of angiosperms. Of these, four
are classified as critically endangered, 130 as endangered, and 87 as vulnerable. In such
analyses, species weights generally are used to scale the conservation value of each prioritized site. Therefore, we established the relative importance of species based on their
threat categories (Martinelli and Moraes 2013). Inevitably, the weighting criteria were
somewhat arbitrary, but we used the following rationale: critically endangered (CR) species were considered to have twice the priority (100% more) of non-threatened species,
receiving a multiplying weight of 2. Endangered (EN) species received a weight of 1.5
(50% more than non-threatened species) and vulnerable (VU) species received a weight of
1.25 (25% more than non-threatened species).
The current network of PAs was included in the prioritization analysis as a mask file,
which is a facility in Zonation that establishes an order of removal across the edge grid
cells based on their pre-defined conservation importance. The sites inside PAs are assigned
a higher value of conservation importance to force their removal only after all non-protected sites are ranked (Lehtomäki and Moilanen 2013). This is a way of guaranteeing that
the highest priority sites (i.e. sites inside PAs) persist at all time-steps.
The land-use model had yearly predictions ranging from 2012 (referred to as baseline)
until 2050 with binary information on the presence of vegetation remnants. We opted to
include in the prioritization only the projections corresponding to the first year of each time
interval considered in the analysis. The average rate of land conversion was 2.3% of the
biome’s area every five years.

Conservation intervention scenarios
Here, we simulated four scenarios varying in methods of scheduling action and setting
priorities, limited by a fixed budget (determined by a fixed 8.4% of the Cerrado’s area or
17,044,636 ha) over 35 years. We assessed these scenarios against a referential scenario of
no further protection, also called the counterfactual scenario. The 8.4% conservation target
was defined based on the calculation of the mean percentage area occupied by new PAs
every five years (~ 1.2% of the biome) in the last 30 years in Brazil, multiplied by seven
time periods. Adding the total area already covered by PAs (8.3%) to the total area targeted
for prioritization (8.4%), by 2050 the four prioritization scenarios involved the allocation
of 16.7% of the biome (33,970,494 ha) to some type of conservation action.
By combining methods of scheduling action and setting prioritization, we simulated
four intervention scenarios: (1) acting now—maximizing representation, (2) acting now—
maximizing conservation impact, (3) time-step action—maximizing representation, and (4)
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8.4

Acting now

Maximizing
conservation
impact

Year of land-use
projections
incorporated a
posteriori

Baseline timeSpecies-specific
step
maximum dispersal
distances + species
uncertainty maps
across SDMs + map
of current
PAs + SDMs from
the baseline timestep

Prioritization inputs
in Zonation

Sum of species’ ranges in 2050 with
their previous ranges that fell inside
priority sites selected in the baseline
time-step or inside PAs any time
until 2050

SDMs used for evaluating conservation outputs by 2050

Baseline and
Sum of species’ ranges in 2050 with
Species-specific
To target high-value sites for threatened
2050 time-steps
their previous ranges that fell inside
maximum dispersal
plants that are most likely to suffer from
priority sites selected in the baseline
distances + species
land conversion until 2050, prioritiztime-step or inside PAs anytime until
uncertainty maps
ing not only species’ representation in
2050
across SDMs + map
the present time-step but also targeting
of current
for minimization of vegetation loss by
PAs + SDMs from
2050. This scenario assumes that all
the baseline timeconversation actions can be implestep
mented immediately

Maximizing repre- To target high-value sites for threatened
sentation
plants, prioritizing species’ representation in the present time-step, and
assuming all conservation actions can
be implemented immediately

% of area Method for setting Aim
selected at priorities
a time

Scheduling
method

Table 1  Explanation of the simulation process of the four conservation intervention scenarios
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1.2

Maximizing repre- To target high-value sites for threatened
sentation
plants throughout the whole timeframe,
prioritizing species’ representation as
in the first scenario. However, in this
case, we assumed that conservation
actions were gradually implemented
on the ground, by simulating priority
allocation in intervals of 5 years from
the present time-step until 2050

Maximizing
conservation
impact

Prioritization inputs
in Zonation

Year of land-use
projections
incorporated a
posteriori

Baseline, 2020,
Species-specific
2025, 2030,
maximum dispersal
2035, 2040,
distances + species
2045 and 2050
uncertainty maps
across SDMs + map time-steps
of current PAs
and priority
sites + SDMs from
each time-step
fixed inside PAs
and priority sites
Baseline, 2020,
Species-specific
To target high-value sites for threatened
2025, 2030,
maximum dispersal
plants throughout the whole timeframe
2035, 2040,
distances + species
that are most likely to suffer from land
2045 and 2050
uncertainty maps
conversion until 2050, prioritizing not
across SDMs + map time-steps
only species’ representation but also
of current PAs
targeting for minimization of vegetation
and priority
loss. This scenario assumes that consersites + SDMs from
vation actions are gradually impleeach time-step
mented on-the-ground, by simulating
fixed inside PAs
priority allocation in intervals of 5 years
and priority sites
from the present time-step until 2050

% of area Method for setting Aim
selected at priorities
a time

SDMs species’ distribution models, PAs protected areas

Total area prioritized was 8.4% of the Cerrado region (17,044,636 ha) across all scenarios, in addition to the existing protected areas

Time-step
action

Scheduling
method

Table 1  (continued)

Sum of the species’ ranges in 2050
with their previous ranges that fell
inside priority sites selected in any of
the time-steps or inside PAs anytime
until 2050

Sum of species’ ranges in 2050 with
their previous ranges that fell inside
priority sites selected in any of the
time-steps or inside PAs anytime
until 2050

SDMs used for evaluating conservation outputs by 2050
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time-step action—maximizing conservation impact (Fig. 1, Table 1). We distinguished the
terms for prioritization because representation, as typically used, has only a tenuous relationship with impact (Pressey et al. 2017). These scenarios were designed to explore how
varying methods of scheduling action and setting priorities could influence the impact of
each planning scenario in terms of avoided vegetation loss and biodiversity representation
inside PAs and priority sites.
Since impact can be measured only against a counterfactual scenario of no intervention
(Andam et al. 2008), we simulated the no-action scenario through the establishment of no
conservation interventions until 2050, except for maintaining the current network of PAs.
Additionally, we assumed, for all scenarios, that priority sites and PAs were effective in
mitigating species’ range loss by preventing vegetation loss and facilitating range shifts
caused by climate change. We also assumed that non-protected (either by priority sites or
PAs) and non-converted sites were available for selection. Further explanation of scenarios
is detailed in Table 1.

Evaluation of scenarios in 2050
We produced a map of priority sites for each of the four scenarios. Based on each scenario,
we also produced a map for each species’ remaining distribution containing the species’
range in 2050 accumulated with their previous ranges that fell inside priority sites in any
of the time-steps or that, during this period, entered the current network of PAs (Table 1,
Fig. 1). Since no prioritization analysis was carried out in the counterfactual scenario, species’ remaining ranges under this scenario were a result of the species’ range in 2050 accumulated with their previous distributions that fell inside PAs in any of the time-steps. To
make all five scenarios comparable, the year-base of evaluation was 2050.
Using the information on selected priority sites, we calculated the avoided vegetation
loss (% impact) and the average percentage of species’ range covered by PAs and priority sites (% representation) as measures of conservation success. For each scenario, we
measured % impact as (C-T)/C*100, where C is the total area converted throughout the
whole time-series (baseline—2050) in the counterfactual scenario, and T is the total area
converted by 2050 in one of the intervention scenarios. The second metric is the result of
the average size of all species’ ranges represented within priority sites and PAs in 2050,
divided by their total range size across the landscape in this same year, multiplied by 100.

Results
In scenarios aimed at targeting maximum species’ representation only (maximizing representation), priority sites were mostly distributed in the center and throughout the eastern
border of Cerrado (Fig. 2a, c), while scenarios aimed at maximizing conservation impact
selected a wider spread of priority sites, distributed mostly in the north-eastern Cerrado
(Fig. 2b, d). Scenarios differing in their scheduling, but aimed at either maximizing conservation impact or representation, overlapped spatially between 55% and 85% of the total
area selected (Table 2). Scenarios built based on the same method of scheduling priorities
(immediately or sequentially through time), or that differed in both strategies of scheduling
and setting priorities, overlapped spatially between 20% and 30% of the total area selected
(Table 2).
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Fig. 2  Spatial distribution of priority sites and existing protected areas (PAs) in each of the intervention
scenarios across the Cerrado biome: a acting now—maximizing representation, b acting now—maximizing
conservation impact, c time-step action—maximizing representation and d time-step action—maximizing
conservation impact

In the counterfactual scenario, an additional 15% (30,205,233 ha) of the Cerrado was
converted by 2050 (Fig. S1A), to give place to various crop plantations mostly in the northern Cerrado (Soares-Filho et al. 2016). The impact or percentage avoided loss of scenarios
that maximized impact was between 3.5 and 4.5 times larger than that of the representation
approaches (Table 3). However, the average percentage of species’ range sizes represented
within PAs and priority sites was similar among the intervention scenarios (Table 3). When
analyzed by threat category, the difference among scenarios became even smaller, especially for the critically endangered species, which had almost the same level of representation inside PAs and priority sites across scenarios (Table 4).
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Table 2  Spatial overlap between priority sites across each pair of intervention scenarios relative to the total
area covered by priority sites (17,044,636 ha), excluding the overlap of existing protected areas
Overlap between priority sites across the
intervention scenarios (%)

Acting now—maxiActing now—maximiz- Time-step
mizing representation ing conservation impact action—
maximizing
representation

Acting now—maximizing conservation
impact

28.71

Time-step action—maximizing repre55.47
sentation
Time-step action—maximizing conserva- 27.10
tion impact

–

–

21.18

–

83.48

20.21

Discussion
Here, we offer a way of accommodating spatially explicit land-use and species distribution projections under climate change within prioritization scenarios, while also providing
a new perspective on predictive impact to conservation, something that has been needed
for some time (Pressey et al. 2004, 2015, 2017). Our findings show that targeting conservation impact brings greater outcomes in terms of avoided vegetation loss, while still
covering large proportions of species’ ranges inside PAs and priority sites (Table 3). Even
though the representation approaches, aimed at maximizing species representation only,
delivered marginally higher amounts of species’ coverage compared to the impact strategies, they were much less effective in stopping land conversion. Additionally, our results
show that the strategies for setting priorities (maximizing impact or representation) were
more important in determining the amount of avoided land conversion or the amount of
species’ ranges protected than strategies varying in scheduling (time-step action or acting
now) (Table 3).
The results on the spatial location of priority sites among the four intervention scenarios
and the slightly smaller values of species’ representation delivered by the impact scenarios
can be explained by the uneven distribution of both threatened species and vegetation loss
predictions throughout the Cerrado. In this biome, there is a collection bias of plant species
towards areas with easiest access routes, which are also places where species have been
subject to historical threatening processes, such as road constructions, human population
increases, and urban development (Oliveira et al. 2016). Because spatial biases in records
inevitably affect SDMs, there is a clear species richness bias towards the southern and also
most developed part of the Cerrado (Fig. S1B), where there are fewer opportunities for
further land-use expansion (MMA 2007). Conversely, the northern part of the Cerrado is
poorly studied, with fewer recorded occurrences of plant species, and has the largest tracts
of native vegetation and the greatest opportunities for development and land conversion.
Accordingly, our land-use change projections predicted that most vegetation conversion
will likely take place in the north of the biome (Fig. S1A). Our projections are supported
by the policy of agricultural expansion in Brazil in the so-called Matopiba region (MAPA
2014), which covers the northern Cerrado. These north–south differences explain why the
impact scenarios tended to select sites with fewer species and more threatened sites in the
northern region (Fig. S1E and S1G; Fig. 2b, d), while representation approaches prioritized less vulnerable and species’ rich sites in the central and southern Cerrado (Fig. S1D
and S1F; Fig. 2a, c).
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Table 3  Percentage of avoided vegetation loss, and the percentage of species’ range sizes represented inside
priority sites and protected areas delivered by each of the four conservation interventions and by the counterfactual (no-action) scenario
Scenarios

No-action

Acting now
-representation

Acting now—
impact

Time-step—
representation

Timestep—
impact

Average species’ range
protected by 2050 (%
representation)

80.6 ± 30.5

88.2 ± 21

85 ± 24.6

87.4 ± 21.7

84.1 ± 25.8

Avoided vegetation loss
(% impact)

0

16.2

56.4

12.1

56.4

Yet, despite such spatial differences in the location of priority sites, the impact and representation scenarios still delivered similar average sizes of species’ ranges protected. Even
after disentangling the average values of species’ range protection by their threat statuses,
the results are still similar within each category, regardless of the intervention scenario
(Table 4). Many works have focused on the use of species’ representation as their only
measure of performance, which can be a good strategy if we are dealing with a landscape
where threats have ceased, are completely unpredictable or where land conversion is not
the main pressure (Arponen et al. 2005; Lourival et al. 2011; Summers et al. 2012).
Here we show that minimizing overall biodiversity loss by saving species both from climate change and land conversion could be achieved with any of the impact strategies. First,
prioritizing ecosystem protection over areas targeted for their biodiversity features prevents
us from relying solely on species distribution models, which although useful, have high
uncertainties (Dessai and Hulme 2004; Araújo and New 2007) and are based on only a subset of regional taxa. These models are almost always generated from highly biased species
records (Kadmon et al. 2004; Tessarolo et al. 2014), and tend to be especially challenging
for species with small numbers of point occurrences, such as threatened and endemic species. Vegetation information, however, can be a surrogate for general biodiversity and is
less subject to taxonomic and geographical bias. A second benefit of targeting threats is
that we guarantee the persistence of both biological patterns and processes associated with
native vegetation, which are commonly neglected relative to representation as a conservation goal (Carroll et al. 2001). A third and last benefit of the impact approach is the protection of valuable ecosystem services (e.g. water provision, erosion control) derived from
essential ecological functions that otherwise would be put at risk (Hoekstra et al. 2005;
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). This last benefit is particularly crucial for the
Cerrado biome.
Most prioritization frameworks have focused on selecting areas that minimize future
conflicts with other competing land uses, which are usually places less likely to be converted (Faleiro et al. 2013). Although such strategies might facilitate implementation of
conservation actions, the selection of places with higher likelihood of being converted
might, in contrast, have two positive effects: one of protecting the most biologically important and vulnerable fragments, and the other of leaving as unprotected those sites located
in areas with low pressure for land conversion and least need for protection (Devillers et al.
2014; Pressey et al. 2015). Besides, by targeting vulnerable areas for protection, we could
also contribute to climate change adaptation and mitigation, through ecosystem-based
adaptation (Munang et al. 2013).
Until now few papers have attempted to integrate multiple threats, such as climate
change and land conversion, and have rarely focused on maximizing conservation impact
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Table 4  Percentage of species’ range sizes (± SD) represented inside priority sites and protected areas by
threat category delivered by each of the four conservation interventions and by the no-action scenarios
IUCN status

Average species’ range protected by 2050 (% representation)
No-action

Acting now—
representation

Acting now—impact

Time-step—
representation

Time-step—impact

VU

80.1 ± 31.4

89 ± 20

85.4 ± 28.3

88.2 ± 20.4

83.6 ± 27.1

EN
CR

79.6 ± 31.6
62 ± 44.1

87.5 ± 22.3
70.5 ± 35.1

84.5 ± 28.3
70.3 ± 34.3

86.7 ± 23.2
70.4 ± 34.6

82.9 ± 27.6
69.5 ± 35.2

VU vulnerable, EN Endangered, CR critically endangered

combining more than one species into a single prioritization framework (Santika et al.
2015; Visconti and Joppa 2015). Here, we integrated climate change and habitat loss into
conservation planning by explicitly targeting the most valuable sites to multiple plant species under climate change while also minimizing land conversion. There is strong evidence
that future biodiversity patterns will be a result of the interactions between both these
threatening processes (Brook et al. 2008; Nepstad et al. 2008), which means they cannot be
considered in isolation (Hansen et al. 2001). In fact, this paper covers a gap in the literature
by accounting both for the direct effects of climate change, through shifts in species ranges,
and the indirect effects of climate change through changes in crop suitability (Jones et al.
2016). Recent papers have highlighted how severe these effects can be (Segan et al. 2015)
and how accounting for and trying to mitigate such stressors could help biodiversity to
cope with climate change and contribute to the success of conservation plans (Selig et al.
2014).
Conservation actions able to safeguard biodiversity and mitigate threats include, but
should not be restricted to, the expansion and creation of PAs. Recent evidence suggests
a trend of downgrading, downsizing, and degazettement in PAs, which is generally influenced and determined by factors such as dynamic governance regimes, illegal activities
that frequently go beyond PA boundaries, and petroleum and mineral extraction pressures
(Mascia and Pailler 2011; Bernard et al. 2014; Mascia 2014). Although we have assumed
that protected sites are efficient in completely removing the risk of biodiversity and vegetation loss, future interventions should consider improving monitoring and enforcement,
increasing habitat quality outside PAs, and developing policies for endangered species
(Strassburg et al. 2017). Considering other kinds of strategies could prevent us from relying on PAs as the only conservation tool possible, whose efficiency has proved to be compromised by social pressures.
The scenarios built here have potential for implementation, especially if current conservation policies are adapted to explicitly recognize impact as a goal. For example, the
Convention on Biological Diversity targets could be implemented under one of the impact
strategies proposed here (Joppa and Pfaff 2009). Carbon-based payment programs, such as
REDD, serve as an important incentive to reduce deforestation and could be boosted by
shifts in conservation policies towards maximization of conservation impact (Pfaff et al.
2014). However, as with any conservation measure, the success of the prioritization strategy depends on the gain in the targeted objective. If our objective were to restore natural
vegetation, the most efficient strategy would be to select degraded sites with the highest
potential for natural regeneration (Crouzeilles et al. 2015). Therefore, the prioritization recommendations presented here are not meant to be imposed on decision-makers, but rather
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to serve as a guideline for conservation to achieve the primary goal of minimizing biodiversity loss.
After this first attempt at incorporating climate change effects in dynamic prioritization plans, it is imperative that we work to improve and simplify the approach. It is in
our interests as conservation scientists that our spatial prioritization outputs are translated
into feasible planning products that can effectively separate biodiversity from threatening
processes. A first step for fulfilling the “knowing-doing” gap and facilitating this bridge
between scientists and practitioners (Knight et al. 2011) could be the development of interactive platforms that allow not only the execution of prioritizations scenarios (with multiple choices, ranging from representation to impact scenarios) but also the construction of
species distribution models or the proper handling of other relevant input variables used
in conservation planning. Due to the difficulties involved in dealing with so many variables, having a network of scientists and practitioners working on a unified project would
be crucial to make it feasible. In the literature, there has been a significant progress in
conservation planning but little conversation between scientists on how to integrate their
advances and make them available collaboratively to society and decision-makers (Knight
et al. 2008).
Our study involves some caveats that are worth mentioning for future refinements. Our
model does not incorporate the possible displacement of land conversion that the establishment of PAs could cause in surrounding areas (Pfaff and Robalino 2012). However, a
recent work has showed that avoided vegetation loss in the Cerrado was not offset by an
increase in conversion elsewhere (Carranza et al. 2014). Therefore, although worth testing,
it is not completely unrealistic to assume that, if implemented, the current approach would
not necessarily generate pervasive effects. A second limitation of this work concerns the
number of species included in our analysis, which decreased with increasing threat level.
This pattern finds explanation in the overall inverse correlation between threat category
and range size (here predicted from the number of occurrences) (Summers et al. 2012).
Excluding species with less than 10 occurrences from the analysis could influence prioritization results by ignoring species with higher needs for intervention, but we were not able
to quantify this effect.
Lastly, it is important to highlight that the spatial prioritizations we proposed are tools
to help people make decisions grounded on available and relevant information for fulfilling
the goals initially established. To deliver effective conservation actions, results such as ours
must be integrated with social, political, and institutional initiatives. Nonetheless, such a
theoretical approach can motivate rethinking about where to focus conservation in the near
future to minimize the loss of biodiversity.
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